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Design Idea

Create an INSIDE environment in relation to an OUTSIDE space.
What gives the feeling of being inside and what outside? How much is needed in order to make an open 
environment close?
The aim is to design a space divider for outdoor spaces. A textile flexible surface made not only for 
separation but also meant to be used as wind shelter, sunshades or as space organizer during 
happenings.
From this concept to two different textile expressions and solutions: a 3 layers curtain where the 
juxtaposition of layers creates different atmospheres and transparencies and a one piece cutout divider, 
which creates spaces.

Abstract 

‘A project which explores the relationship between architecture and the textiles solutions in outside 
environments, where the rigidity of architectonic shapes meets fabrics soft expressions.’

               
Inspired by the unique and poetic design approach of Amsterdam based studio Inside Outside, 
this project aims to create outdoors space dividers.  
This work investigates the concept of building a “space in a space”: a temporarily and movable structure 
with the function of protecting, dividing and creating different atmosphere in the same environment.

The idea is thought for any kind of private and public outdoor spaces: from a terrace to a restaurant
pavilion or from a courtyard to a garden.
The intention of having these kind of textile solutions is not only to screen people from direct sunbeams 
and protect from the wind breeze, furthermore, it’s designed to suggest intimate private spaces or evoke 
diverse solutions for happenings such as weddings, parties and vernissages.

The space divider here presented appears in separate layers, thanks to whom the customer could design
himself the desired outcome according to a specific event. 
In addition, thanks to its easy system, both the look and the function of the curtain can be quickly 
changed. 
The 3 layers could be used in combination all together, in pairs or singularly, each time giving a different 
light transparency, color, rhythm and expression. 
The fabrics have been designed specifically for exterior conditions, where transparent monofilament and 
synthetic threads, together with digital prints, give strength to both the color and the structure of the
divider.
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Fig. 1
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Amsterdam, 18th January 2011

         It is a typical wintry day here in Amsterdam: the somber sky
looks like painted with all tones of grey and the rain blurs the outside view.

I take advantage of this calm day in order to collect all thoughts, take my
time and write. It feels so good when you actually have the time to write.
Writing should be something pleasant and liberating, not a compulsory
way of communicating ideas. In the same way as all things should be
done: slowly, thoughtful and precise.
Take your time to make things properly and to give the right value 
to what we generally might call “stuff”.
The “stuff” gets value whenever a person gives value to it. 
And time it’s one of the variable which strongly influences it. 
In the same way as my grandmother often tells me in her dialect: “Chi ha 
tempo non aspetti tempo” (“Who has the time shouldn’t wait
for it”), I agree with the fact that we, human beings, should invest a
certain amount of devotion and of course, time, when doing/making things.
It doesn’t matter if cooking, writing, or designing.
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2. CONTENT

2.1. Aim

This project aims to have a space divider for outdoors. Create a space in a space. A divider, curtain, 
flexible wall that can be moved and placed according to the space requirements.
It also investigates the relation between a close environment and an open space, questioning what is 
necessary to make somebody feeling comfortable in different scenarios such as wide open areas or 
crowded 
restaurants.

2.2. Method

Analysis
Criticize previous design method (pro & cons)•	
Brainstorming•	
Open inputs•	
Explore personal background: education - scouting/nature experiences- family holidays – food – •	
grandparents – childhood books/tales
Internship at Inside Outside Studio Petra Blaisse•	
Explore nowadays personality: outside/inside spaces – home – food - designer - artists - architects - •	
Nature

Synthesis
Concept development•	
Gather research material and information•	
Compare sketches (paper and fabric)•	
Ongoing flow of ideas •	
Everyday report•	
(Problem solving) – converge options to one solution•	
Real size prototype•	

Evaluation
Conclusion•	
Discussion•	

Differently from the previous design projects, I’ve been developing an alternative way of digging into 
research and dealing with the collected information.
Despite it requires more time to narrow down ideas (the amount of information is much more vast and 
diverse) it constantly leaves open possibilities until the moment when the scenarios of success fulfill the 
design concept. The creativity earns larger flexibility and elasticity.
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Avoiding a total organized structure from the beginning, it helps especially when problems occur and the 
project needs to go a step backwards. As Jones mentions [Jones J. C.,1992. Design Methods. pp. 46-47] when 
talking about Newman, ‘The brain is a variable network that changes its pattern according to the inputs it 
receives from the outside world’. In these cases, this “open-source” method doesn’t interrupt the design 
flow; therefore it helps finding other solutions among different choices and getting back on track.

2.2.1. Working methods
Diverse open-source inputs

Whenever working as a group or singularly, the approach to work changes significantly. 
Group projects require the diversity of people and ideas narrowed down in one strong concept. Each 
individual needs to think about the totality, sharing his own idea according to the whole. Respect for each 
other. The group usually divides duties in order to find the right balance for the project’s sake. 
Everyone trusts everyone else. If something goes wrong, each group member is responsible for it.
While, on the other hand, the single project leader who works individually, counts only on 
himself/herself and his/hers own skills. He/she needs to find his path, making decisions and choices and 
she/he is responsible for his/hers actions.
Is there a method better than another? What is more efficient on work level? What is better for this 
project?

‘Inside Outside works through architecture itself. Often for public buildings or spaces, in close collabora-
tion with architects, usually from conceptual design – of the building or the site – through tender, 
construction and installation. We develop objects that offer solutions to technical demands-solve ‘prob-
lems’ like acoustic, light, sun, climate, movement, view – add  logical, spatial, visual and sensual effects – 
both in the landscape field and interior spaces.

The aesthetic and technical quality of the designs (curtains, floor, ceilings, walls, gardens, parks, 
landscapes) are closely related to architectural context and atmosphere – melting into, complementing or 
challenging the architectural environment. Taking care, at the same time, that they service the users in the 
best possible way.
To achieve this, Inside Outside remains responsive to the general cultural and economic situation of the 
site – to the client’s position in both practical and political sense – to the building or the site’s history and 
future – the cultural and visual expectation of users, visitors and sponsors – and to the educational and 
economic expectations of the city, region, or country.
Inside Outside takes its motivation from the combination of needs that are inherent to exterior ad interior 
designs. The soft, absorbent requests of inside spaces are traditionally in direct opposition to the hard, 
durable requirements of public space. This dichotomy becomes the inspiration, which leads us to begin a 
project, at any scale.’                                                            

[Inside Outside Petra Blaisse]
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In addition to what mentioned before, Inside Outside, by Petra Blaisse is an international creative studio 
where designers and architects propose solutions starting from a very artistic design point of view. Interior 
designers and architects most often choose textile surfaces as implements or solutions to already existing 
inside/outside structures. 
Usually when a project is given to the interior design department, the selected space has already being 
existing. In this case, the textile comes as an additional implement, an improvement to the room.

Despite the given solutions can really make a difference to the spaces, it has already been discussed that 
the fact of involving the textile from the very beginning of the project, being an integrated part of the whole 
design instead of something extra, it would probably be a more uniformed and cheaper solution. 
In fact, there are now a couple of projects where Inside Outside has been asked to design the whole 
interior and exterior from zero and, with these examples, when the project will be realized, the different 
approaches (before or after the built construction) could be compared.
Inside and outside projects have very diverse characteristics, starting first of all from the scale. Inside 
rooms have limited dimensions, while exterior spaces can reach enormous sizes. Despite durability is 
one of the first and main quality asked from a client in case of both interior and exterior solutions, outside 
designs have usually very different requirements and properties to be satisfied in comparison to the inside. 
Somehow, the word outside is mostly connected to something rigid, solid, hard, on the other hand, the 
word inside reflects more characteristic of softness, poetic, elegant and absorption.

As mentioned previously in the text, this duality is what brings inspiration to the creative team and what 
affects their future design too. 
Petra Blaisse and her team play constantly with layers and contrast in material, shapes and colors. 
(Fig. 2, Fig. 3)

 
Whenever the design is meant to be for interior or exterior spaces, there will always be something that will 
remind the viewer about handy craft or arty touch. Maybe a technique or just a little detail.
The design might appear sometimes simple, but it always has a strong visual impact and it hides a very 
sensitive poetry.
According to social, economical, environmental surroundings, each project is approached and considered 
singularly in a different way. Therefore each design is unique.
Inside Outside takes also grand inspiration from Nature’s colors and forms. Designer, architects, and Petra 
Blaisse herself, have such an attentive and romantic eye for whatever surrounds them: people, spaces or 
emotions.
There is a special sensibility in the air at Inside Outside studio. It is not an office, indeed, but a small cozy 
studio where everyone is on the same level: eating together and working together, like a big family. A lovely 
exiting atmosphere to breathe.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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2.2.2. Story telling 

There are some times when telling a story makes things easier. Since we were kids stories made our lives 
easier to understand. From fairy tales to metaphors. Parallel to the design process, the description of a 
situation, either invented or real, helps to visualize the design scenario. The inspiration and the feelings are 
part of it. The purpose of using a story to describe part of the design process is to involve the listener into 
the process, transforming the artistic abstract thinking into something tangible and emotional. 
The audience needs to be part of the process, experiencing those particular emotions.
This is the reason why the report presents, here and there, more descriptive personal “stories”.

2.2.3. Diary
Everyday report

Due to the custom of filling the chart of working hours at work and inspired by the habit of writing down 
constantly ideas, thoughts, funny dreams or remarkable places visited and cozy cafes with tasty food, the 
diary turned out to be a relevant part of the method. It doesn’t need to be a poem but few sentences are 
good enough to remember what it has been done previously. At that time, it was important to write the 
necessary in order to understand what was the final opinion regarding the work done during the day. Were 
the choices made relevant for the project? Is the result satisfying?
From an organization point of view, the diary is also very useful to evaluate the quality of the working 
process afterwards: how the amount of work has been distributed or, for instance, in what way the days 
have been profitable. It is also a good method for self-evaluation.
In the following report there will be selected sections of the diary, whenever there is a turning point in the 
design phase.

2.2.4. Calendar

As soon as I stepped again into the School of Textile in Boras, I made myself a big paper calendar, dividing 
the time left into the main important phases of the realization of the project. From the material sketching 
and collages to the real size product construction, writing of the report, etc.
This helped keeping a sort of organization and awareness of the time left.
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2.2.5. DYR = Dance Yoga Run

I strongly believe in the close relation between mind and body, meaning that if the body doesn’t feel good, 
the chances of having a fresh thinking are little. Reason why everyday, together with friends (another 
important factor influencing the work efficiency), we try to do some activities. It could be a simple walk/
run outside, just to get some fresh chilly air, a relaxing stretching yoga session or even an intensive dance 
class. The endorphins generated naturally during sport activities keep both body and brain alert. More 
over, focusing the attention on something different for a selected time, it helps having better concentration 
when working.

The different working methods listed here above embody a series of project developments regarding not 
only product design solutions. It is important to explore also other fields and techniques and to 
de-structure the original preconceptions; sometimes they might give smarter hints to solve obstacles 
during the unwinding project.
In conclusion, as Jones [Jones J. C., 1992. Design Methods. p. 64] states that ‘The aim of the designers is to 
deliberately increase their uncertainty, to rid themselves of preconceived solutions, and to reprogramme 
their brains with a mass of information that is thought to be relevant.’
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2.3. Background
Inspirations

2.3.1. Integrity Project 2010

‘The smart textile arena is characterized by application referring to real smart textiles, high performance 
textiles and wearable technologies.  The aim of this project is to investigate how this new smart textile 
arena can be the playground for developing a new set of wearable that address the question of integrity 
and to introduce a new level of integration of smart textile in R&D and education.
Integrity is an interdisciplinary artistic research project where the method of research is grounded in 
practice based design research and multimedia methodologies with a secondary aim to bridge artistic and 
scientific perspectives.’[Thornquist C., Carlsson J. 2010]

Thanks to this field project, I could explore more in detail the subject of outdoor and technical equipments, 
understanding the importance of solar technology in this field and, at the same time, realizing how risky or 
inappropriate would be to be into the wild with the wrong product or inefficient equipment. 
Extreme cold conditions can be fatal to the human body, reason why there is always a big slice of research 
focused on this matter: researching for better materials, better techniques and, thus, better product 
performances.

  

Fig. 4 Fig. 5 Fig. 6
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2.3.2. Previous design projects
2009 – 2010

Even though the direction of the first admission design project and the following Integrity Project were 
leading towards another outcome, I still see lot of similarities and links in between the projects. 
The idea of integrating solar technology into textile solutions for outdoor (Fig. 7, Fig. 8) has been present 
since the beginning but it’s been temporarily put in a corner because of several reasons including 
technology issues and lack of time.
The difficulties met during the design process brought me to focus the attention more onto the design 
creative part rather than the technology.

I still believe that solar technology integrated to textile will be soon our daily life bread but I also think that 
right now the chances of having an efficient simple interesting product are very little. In a close future, 
when the technology will be developed enough, we could start thinking about “intelligent textiles” with a 
closer look.

In order to be considered a smart solution, and not just a wearable solution, the product needs to embed 
multiple diverse characteristics: such as functionality, practicability (meaning a “user friendly” approach), 
affordable price, aesthetic, comfort, etc.

Fig. 7 Fig. 8
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2.3.3. Workshop and seminars

As mentioned previously, before receiving the opportunity to go to Inside Outside Studio, I was developing 
the project towards a different direction than the previous MA design projects.
Instead of focusing mostly on the technology of the design, I’ve preferred focusing my attention on nature 
and textile structure especially in private spaces, before, and public spaces later on. This choice would be 
later on demonstrated to be the right one, according to the following episodes.

Summer 2010

During summer 2010, while spending vacation back home in Italy, I started to have daily “garden-craft 
workshops”. Simply using soil, seeds, flowers and old fabric leftovers (Fig. 9), I created extra room for 
plants in the garden. The idea was to reuse material that has been forgotten for years in a box and use the 
space around the garden better. Not only into the ground but also around the house and hanged from the 
trees (Fig. 10, Fig. 11). 
Using material such as natural fibers and, for instance, coconut fiber, I was experimenting how to grow 
seeds directly from the textile avoiding the soil usage. In that way, the vases ad plants hanging would be 
much lighter, using the fabric as the structure where to sprout and climb. 
Whenever the plant would die, the whole “hanging garden” would be reused as compost organic material 
in the soil, without any waste. 

    

Fig. 9 Fig. 10 Fig. 11
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Despite the first positive results, the experiment would have needed more time to be developed and im-
proved, probably modifying the structure of the “vases”, the plant food, the position in relation to the sun 
(full sun/shade), etc.
In addition, the relation between fabric and nature is the concept that has remained for the entire design 
process, from the early stage until the final outcome.

Anna Maria Orrú 

‘Anna Maria Orrú is a “catalyst-consultant, architect, advisor, and research curator taking inspiration by 
bringing together different disciplines and inspiring them to create an ecologically-responsible design 
through innovative thinking, research, systems thinking, biologically-centered design and practice.’
[Orrú  A. M., Accessed 16 April 2011]

Thanks to a three days workshop at The Swedish School of Textile, I’ve grown a special interest for 
biomimicry, thanks to which I’ve turned my attention especially towards Nature’s “no waste” characteristic.

‘Biomimicry or biomimetics is the examination of nature, its models, systems, processes, and elements to 
emulate or take inspiration from in order to solve human problems. The term biomimicry and biomimetics 
come from the Greek words bios, meaning life, and mimesis, meaning to imitate.’
[Wikipedia, Accessed 16 April 2011]
 
In Nature there is waste but it is not considered as such thing. What seems to be wasted at first sight, it 
actually gains value when we talk about nature environment: everything is somehow reused and recycled 
by other organisms or perhaps into another form.
Human beings still have lot to learn from this. 
We are very good in consuming, producing and creating but, on the other hand, we’re terrible whenever it 
comes to get rid of the waste we’ve done. Either we hide it or burn it, thinking that this would be the best 
solution to the problem.

After meeting Anna Maria Orrú and discussing biomimicry’s new science, I have been connecting another 
aspect to the project: it is important to have a project in which people and users could be engaged and 
involved in it. 
Going back to the “no waste” Nature property, I believe that if something is appreciated by the user and if 
the object is respected and treated in the right way, it will probably have longer life and better employment, 
avoiding the necessity of buying superfluous stuff.
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Ezio Manzini

Ezio Manzini is Professor of Industrial Design at the Milan Politecnico. He is also Director of Unit of 
Research Design and Innovation for Sustainability and coordinator of the Master in Strategic Design.

Looking at how we, human beings, tend to treat objects in our every day life, I agree with this very inspiring 
essay by Prof. Ezio Manzini regarding quality of life, waste reduce and design:

‘Today we live in a world of objects of rapid consumption. Objects which perform their service requiring 
minimum effort and minimum attention, but also, as I already mentioned, objects which pass us by without 
leaving any lasting impression in our memory. A disposable world made to require no effort, but which, at 
the same time, produces no quality.

Imagine now a garden with some flowers and some fruit trees. Think of the attention, time and energy that 
are required and think of its products. Those flowers and those fruits, and the person who made them 
grow, do not have a measurable value in banally economic terms. Certainly the garden must produce 
flowers and fruits, but the person dedicated to this, does it for a more general reason: he/she does it 
because he/she loves plants. Try now to imagine an analogous relationship with objects. Think of some 
objects that are as beautiful and useful as a tree in a garden: objects that would last and would have a 
life of their own. Objects that, as a tree, would be loved for how they are and what they do. Objects that 
would render a service and would require tending.

If the more general role of design is to make the world more habitable, a way of doing it is, in my opinion, 
that of proposing a new criteria of quality, which would have the garden, and the care which it requires, as 
a metaphor of reference. A new criteria of quality which would bring to a system of objects variety, 
complexity, life, garden, and that, at the same time, would be a product of the current world: a world so 
extensively and intensively artificialised.

It seems simple. In reality, following this proposal implies an overturning of the way design has traditionally 
oriented itself towards its products. It implies an inversion of tendencies in the relationship between 
subjects and objects. It implies a new ecological sensibility: taking care of objects can be a way of taking 
care of that much larger “object” which is our planet.’
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2.3.4. Childhood

Parallel, I was wondering how incredibly true is the way children get more fascinated and enthusiastic than 
adults about every little thing. They never loose that sparkle which lights up in their eyes. This is the feeling 
I would like to maintain and support the design with.

During my previous research on childhood and especially my own childhood experience, I asked my 
mother (as I am away from home) to go trough our family photo album and pick some of the most 
significant pictures of “me and nature” and send them back to me (Fig. 12, Fig. 13). 
It is incredible how every photograph brings some old stories back in mind. Very simple images remind me 
of very different memories or colors, smells, tastes, etc.
Each picture has a story behind it and a particular detailed left in my memory.

Going back into my memories and children experiences I was trying to remember how my approach to 
things was different from now. In which way? When we are kids our mind is free, we have no boundaries 
and everything we imagine in this world could be possible and magical. Children never get bored and if 
they don’t have any real game, they easily make it up. No need to buy or consume. 

Fig. 12 Fig. 13
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When I was selecting the pictures I remembered a special book I loved when I was a kid. A very simple 
story about The man-who-never-cleans-his-car and his 3 dogs. [Arnaud L. 1981] As he used to drive with 
windows down and carry animals and people, his car would always get dirty of dog’s hair and mud from 
people dirty shoes. 

Eventually, one day a baobab seed started to sprout on the back seat of his car and grow and grow and 
grow. He never cared about cleaning because he would always think about a positive aspect about it and 
he found himself cutting a hole into his car roof in order to let the baobab tree grow up properly (for 
example, the tree in his car was perfect to create some shades for his dogs and the hole on the roof made 
him feel like having a “cabriolet” car, Fig. 14).

According to me, The man-who-never-cleans-his-car is a great metaphor of how we should live our lives, 
in complete harmony with nature. Nature should modify our life style and not vice versa. In this story, The 
man-who-never-cleans-his-car behaved exactly in the same way as a plant would have done naturally if its 
way was interrupted: either over pass the obstacle or break it down.

Fig. 14
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2.3.5. INSIDE OUTSIDE Studio 
Petra Blaisse

Thanks to this formative professional experience, the MA thesis project has taken a direction towards 
“exterior design”. It’s a combination of the interior design knowledge from the studio and the passion for 
outdoors and Nature.
One of the most important inspiring aspect about Inside Outside is the way of facing and dealing with a 
project: each commission or competition is different form any other (Fig. 15, Fig. 16). The design changes 
every time according to the customer, the location, the purpose, the event, (and the budget of course) 
and, at the same time, it keeps the same Inside Outside signature and style.

In addition, the studio collaborates with various architects, factories and suppliers mainly from the Dutch 
region or close Belgian and German areas. 

Fig. 15 Fig. 16
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2.3.6. Natural Architecture/Architectural Nature

Both simplicity and complexity of Nature’s structures (Fig. 17, Fig. 18) have influenced my designing 
approach to this project. It is incredibly fascinating to observe how Nature always manages to form and 
develop new solutions in relation to the weather conditions, the space and function. We, human beings, 
will never do better, we will never be smarter.
It is also very instructive to look at it whenever we feel lost, when we think that there is no other possible 
solutions, Natures shows us a complete range of alternatives.

Fig. 17

Fig. 18
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2.4. Contextualization

2.4.1. Historical Background

Somehow it is still considered a “new” field even though outdoor textiles have been used since the ancient 
times: nomad tends, sun shades in the desert areas, leather refuges, etc (Fig. 19, Fig. 20).
In fact, “textile architecture” is a recent terminology but definitely not a recent design solution.
The expression of textiles trends, material and colors have been changing constantly, and especially 
nowadays, textile in architecture is coming back more and more often. 
As Marie Dreiman says: ‘Everybody loves textile’ and I agree, there is something in its structure or shape 
that always attracts the human eye and makes people curious and willing to get closer and touch it.

   

Fig. 19
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Fig. 20 
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2.4.2. What’s on
Outdoor curtains on the market

Outdoor solutions such as curtain or furniture are part of a big increasing trend among architects and 
interior designers and nowadays, the market gives them lot of space. 
Despite there are already quite broad choices, the products tend to look very similar one with each other, 
both in colors (mainly in white or cream) and materials. The look is mostly classic and simple.
There is not much of experimentation left when talking about shapes and colors but it is true that different 
artist and designers are starting to dare more with materials such as concrete and metal knitting (Fig. 21, 
Fig. 22), combining tradition and novelty with classic and avant-garde.

What is inside and what outside? What make us feeling protected, in a room, inside? Is it the warmth, the 
color, the sound or it is a window or a wall? And, in case, how many walls do we need to have around 
us to make us feel “inside”? And how big, or in which material? Soft transparency or hard concrete and 
wood? (Fig. 23)

Fig. 21 Fig. 22
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Fig. 23
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2.4.3. Design strategies
Ingredients

2.4.3.1. Function
The function of a product is what fascinates me the most. This is the reason why I started my design 
education, in order to make “useful thing”. At first, it doesn’t matter for whom or where or in which 
material, all these aspects will come later step by step. The inspirations come always when the function of 
an object is questioned.

2.4.3.2. Feeling
The reaction that an object can evoke is very personal. It doesn’t matter how the user is engaged with 
the product, what is important to me as a designer, is that what I design will matter to someone: it could 
remind old memories, make somebody feel good, special, happy, comfortable, warm, welcome, etc.
The object itself needs to have a meaning and a value for the user; in this way, whoever will use it will have 
respect for it. Together with the function, it’s the hidden story in every object that makes the difference 
between one thing and another. In addition, when I say that every good project has a good story behind it, 
I do not refer exclusively to a real story or an imaginary tale. 
At Inside Outside studio, for instance,sometimes the inspiration comes from Petra’s mother private garden: 
it’s the simple detail that makes it special.
In this project case, I intend to make the audience feel at ease; the reaction provoked needs to be a 
personal and as the term Aperitivo means a specific atmosphere (warm evening, cozy meeting...) for 
some people, for some others could recall different emotions. 

2.4.3.3. Material
What is the purpose of a good design without the right material?
The material used it is what generally makes the object itself. As a textile designer, this is one of the 
biggest researches concerning the design process. Despite the material is what gives the shape the final 
expression; it also plays a great role when it comes to feelings and emotions. Thanks to our five senses we 
train our memories and we perceive the essence of the design.

2.4.3.4. Time
Time is not needed only to realize things but also time for the things to grow. In fact, if we think about 
gardens and landscape architecture, we must consider that what we design on paper whenever regarding 
plants and vegetal structures, will never correspond to reality at a first sight.
Every plant or seed we might use in a project, will take from short to long time to sprout and grow and 
become part of the design we have previously imagined. It works exactly like in Nature, where, according 
to the season changing, plants get birth again every year following their natural cycle. 
A continuous incredible pattern changing.
According to this project, the colors, shapes and types of flowers and plants surrounding the space divider 
will affect incredibly its design and expression.
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2.5. Development of prototypes

2.5.1. Scenario
The place to experience

The space dividers here presented has been designed according to the exterior pavilion at the Botaniska 
Trädgården restaurant in Gothenburg. An open space terrace just across the park immense green lawns 
and flower beds (Fig. 24).

The garden, planned by the municipality of Gothenburg in the 1910’s, has a total area of 175 hectares 
and it hosts 16,000 different species and cultivars, including the arboretum, greenhouses and horticulture 
zones.
The restaurant faces the bottom of the Rhododendron Valley, which climbs down from the Rock Garden, 
the Anemone Valley and the Japanese Glade. This peaceful corner of the garden faces west, meaning 
that, when the sun shines during long light summers, the cafeteria will fully enjoy it.
The restaurant outdoors terrace can host quite a big number of tables and chairs; in fact, the space has 
often been used for openings, parties or other events. In these occasions, the curtain would have the 
function of dividing the space in more than one room, creating the location ambience desired.

The Botaniska Trädgården is just one example of how these flexible dividers could be employed in an 
open space. 
The outdoor space divider idea could also be used for private purposes such as smaller balconies, 
courtyards, playgrounds, etc and, of course, for many different events such as weddings, exhibitions, 
happenings, etc.

Fig. 24
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2.5.2. Sustainability 
Think big – make it unique

When I mention sustainability I refer to a thought-through design process.
Sometimes it’s not necessary to behave extreme, but it could be enough to make simple right choices to 
make the difference.
For instance, all materials and tools used for this project have been mainly collected from around Borås 
area with exception of the Lurex threads, which are imported from Italy.

Thinking about the future development of these space dividers, I imagine the product to be produced in 
small quantities, meaning avoiding mass production that usually leads to negative aspects such as use of 
cheaper and low quality materials, chemical substances (for example toxic fabric treatments) and far east 
production.

I would think about this project as something local that could be customized in the material and shape 
according to the place where it’s been ordered.
Each piece has a story, including difficulties, pros and cons. It’s the object’s story that makes it special. 
And this is what the customer looks for: uniqueness. 
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2.5.3.  Option 1
3 layers

Based on the concept of space division, transparency and different ambience in the same place, this
solution gives different light reflection effects and protection levels both from prying eyes and chilly breeze. 
The 3 layers of curtain and their versatility properties of movement can be easily changed and adapted to 
the local event.
In addition, different combinations suggest different expressions: more or less transparency, light or color 
(Fig. 25).
I wanted a stiffer structure for the first two layers: not stretchy and knitted but a woven fabric instead.

Fig. 25
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2.5.3.1. Space study
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2.5.3.2. Color palette
A summer walk through the garden

Coming back from Amsterdam the experience with color has been totally different from the Swedish 
approach. In Sweden the trends tend to follow sober, monochrome colors such as white, black and grey, 
while in The Netherlands the contrast is often shown both in color tones and materials.
Therefore I decided to keep on working with colors, especially the colors from the botanic garden in 
Gothenburg where red and pink rhododendrons grow together with roses and bamboo.
Despite during the first design sketches it seemed that the panels of the curtain would have had an 
oversize flower print as a tribute to spring flowering, I later realized that there is no need to add flowers in a 
garden where flowers will always be there. 

‘Thursday, 14th April 2011
No need of big flower print. What’s the purpose of having flower when the curtain will stay outdoor, among flowers?! 
Color matching curtain/layers. Importance of transparency and layers. Instead of 1 color and 1 shape,
3 different layers that could be combined/separated at once.
Wavy structure is strong enough with 1 color.  Liquid print on another layer. It is very much connected to this theme 
as well: the organic shape, the color and the expression explain the fabric sketches development.
 Shiny/white fabric in between: it gives glittering effect.’

What I rather found more interesting, was the idea of having just colors on them, all year around: whenever 
autumn would blow away the last late summer imprints or during spring, when trees and plants still keep 
selfishly their blossoms. 
More over, I suggested different colors for the curtain, from saturate primary colors to more natural shades 
but I opted for different tones of red: juicy raspberry, faded blueberry, pale rose and gummy pink. (Fig. 26) 
There is no need of adding extra information; the landscape will complete the painting.
Being green the biggest color percentage of the garden, its complementary color red will be even more 
exalted, intensified.
The rhythm and harmony of the curtain have always been part of the key words since the very beginning 
of the project, reason why I spent lot of time trying to find the right balance. Originally it seemed like the 
colors would have followed the wavy panels, creating a repeated homogeneous color fading from panel to 
panel but later on, it turned out to be a very unorganized sequence, which would have just disoriented the 
viewer (Fig. 27, Fig. 28). 
With the word “harmony” I intend the quality of forming a pleasing whole, where the human eye is fed with 
satisfaction. Therefore, I translated the color graduation, or sequence, on different layers: 3 separated “soft 
walls”, each of them with a unique shape, function and color variation.
In conclusion, the choice of combining combination of the 3 overlapping layers creates a whole range of 
colors thanks to the shadows and reflections of the light on their surface.
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Fig. 26
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Fig. 28
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2.5.3.3. Material and shape
From experimental model making to real size scale

What played a big role in material decisions was the idea of using this “curtain” in outdoor environments.
In this case, the choice of functional man made fabrics was necessary. The idea is to have a handy 
maintenance surface, easy to be stored and kept clean.
The option of having natural fibers coated with waterproof or windproof products has also been 
considered; therefore it’s been quickly excluded because of the lack of those fibers properties for this 
specific purpose.

In order to keep both aesthetic and functionality of the curtain, various choices have influenced the design 
process. The size, the construction and the shape of the product are just few of the variables respected 
according to the light reflection, the space division and the slits for the wind. For instance, the structure of 
the first layer, with the twisted wavy stripes, creates different shadows and color reflections thanks to this 
peculiar form: double-face color and transparent warp. In addition, the space in between a stripe and the 
next one creates both the volume and the opening for the breeze to pass through the textile instead of 
blowing it (Fig. 29). 

‘Monday, 18th April 2011
Most of the solutions ideas come right before falling asleep in bed, when the mind is light and free.
As the structure didn’t enhance the curtain shape or aesthetic, I got back to very first sketch with twisted stripes. 
Different width and outlines. Thanks to the wavy edges and twisted rotation, the stripes create the 3D structure 
required. Plus no need of holes for the air to go through (vertical cuts are good enough).
1:8 scale model with real fabric: twisted stripes and white/silver transparent layer (1st and 2nd layer).
Zumba class.’
 

The same concept, but with a different expression, is applied to the second layer, where the slits for the 
air are simply created by leaving the 4 panels hanging separately; in this way, the curtain position can be 
shifted and moved according to personal taste. 
The third layer, light and soft, is expressly left floating freely.

The strength of this space divider is the union of the 3 elements, which can give multiple atmospheres 
and function in the same place. Sometimes a see-through print would give joyful light sunshade and some 
other times, the elegant twinkling Lurex would arrange a romantic evening set (Fig. 30). 
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Fig. 29
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2.5.3.4. Prototype specifications

1st layer – Striped horizon

This is a double-face color layer, Lampone/Mirtillo (= raspberry/blueberry), that has been woven on a 16 
shafts weaving loom machine, where the warp consists of transparent polyester monofilament thread and 
the weft of 2 colors of multifilament polyamide thread. The density is 14 threads/cm for Lampone and 12 
threads/cm for Mirtillo fabric.

Size: 7 repeatable stripes for a total of 185 cm x 400 cm.
Hanging system: the top part of each Lampone color stripe has been woven with 20 cm of aluminum 
thread. 
This option gives the stripes much more stability and stiffness when it comes to create the tunnel. It also 
improves durability qualities for when the stripes would be hanged and pulled along the wire.
The bottom part of each stripe has a 1,5 cm tunnel filled with a series of magnets. These magnets 
function both as weight for the curtain and design choice: twisting and attaching the stripe one with each 
other shows their double-face color and create the movement. 
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2nd layer – Glittery shadows

The second layer, “Pearl white/Lurex”, has also been woven with the transparent monofilament warp but 
with different wefts instead. White polyester multifilament and silver and colored Lurex. 
Originally it has been woven with a 14 threads/cm density, unfortunately the loom was a bit too stressed 
and the width of the fabric tended to shrink more than expected. The density has been changed to 
12 threads/cm instead.

Size: 4 panels of 185 cm x 110 cm. 10% of the length is counted for pleats.
White weft: 120 cm
Colored Lurex weft: 2 cm
Silver Lurex weft: 63 cm
Hanging system: 14 mm diameter silver color eyelets. 10 eyelets for each panel.
In this case, the eyelets have been painted in white because the silver color appeared to be too distractive 
for the eye when looking at the curtain.
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3rd layer – Liquid dessert

Another technique has been applied for the third and last layer: a digital sublimation print on 
100% micropolyester voile covering the whole surface of the fabric.

Size: 185 cm x 500 cm. 10% of the length is counted for pleats.
Hanging system: 5,5 mm diameter silver color eyelets. 

Despite it has been taken in consideration the option of using Trevira CS fabric, in this example, the curtain 
is not designed on purpose for indoor public spaces, therefore the Trevira treatment will not be necessary.
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Metal structures
 
The hanging system is a strong thin metal wire with snap-hooks at the edges. 

Wire size: 4 wires of 0.2 cm x 500 cm
Snap-hooks: 8
I chose metal silvery snap-hooks and wire to keep the structure clean as simple, in order to neither add 
more color to it or to diminish the whole design. 
This structure could be easily used attached on trees in a garden, directly to small hooks or drilled in the 
exterior walls of a building.

In order to avoid the fabrics to get easily dirty or damaged, it’s been calculated a distance of about 15 cm 
from the ground to the curtains edges. As the wire structure can be moved and customized, this length 
could be adjusted.
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2.5.4.  Option 2
1 piece

This second space divider solution focus mainly on the possibility of “building” one or more spaces at 
once in the same place. Thanks to one piece of fabric and its poles system, the divider is easily handled 
and placed. From a simple straight division to a sinuous room creator. More over, the placed horizontal 
cuts give the chance of seeing or not seeing through the flexible wall (Fig. 31).
It is important to mention that this prototype is still at an early development stage.

Fig. 31
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2.5.4. 1. Space study
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2.5.4. 2. Color palette

In this case it is not the contrast with the surrounding the main inspiration but rather a reinterpretation of 
the green outdoors environment. 
The flow pattern recalls the organic fluid movement of the wind blowing and moving the leaves fast in the 
air and when the rain falls, it carries away petals and faded colors on the ground.

The pattern has a color shading from a light water turquoise to an intense red wine tone (Fig. 32).
As the print and the colors are very strong themselves, the backside of the fabric is meant to stay in white. 
A neutral white coated side that balances the color expression, especially when the cut stripes are loose 
and the backside of the fabric reveals the opposite color (Fig. 33, Fig. 34).
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Fig. 32
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Fig. 34
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2.5.4. 3. Material and shape

The second option here introduced suggests another solution for outdoors curtain solution. 

‘Wednesday, 6th April 2011
Seminar Design Project 4
I have one strong concept; there is no need to mix to many suggestions in 1 piece. Keep the design clear and clean. 
With a same concept I can work on 2 different solutions: wavy panels and juxtaposing layers and horizontal cuts 
space divider. Make sure there is time for both options (do not underestimate the design).’

The fabric chosen is still a synthetic combination with a coated side. This treatment gives the fabric a 
complete waterproof and windproof effect. Once the fabric is cut, the fabric performances leave more 
space to the aesthetic and the space divider function.

It is the combination of the color and the laser cuts that creates the space divider expression itself: 
when the segments are either pulled straight or slightly bended, the appearance of the layer will change 
significantly.
The closer the poles are, the more bended and 
see-through the divider will be; on the other hand, the further (max 100 cm) the poles will be placed one 
after the other, the tighter and straighter the fabric will appear.

It is exactly the first hand cut black coated outdoor fabric sample from F.O.V. Fabrics (Fig. 26), which 
brought the idea of having a surface that could “seek and hide”. Sometimes totally blocking the view ad 
some other times allowing people to vaguely see through the layer and be aware of what is happening 
behind the division.
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2.5.4. 4. Prototype specifications

In this case, I designed the layer in a way that the height could cover most of the part of an adult body; 
meaning that the space divider will not stand from the ground to 200 cm height as the first option but 
rather as a suspended horizontal long stripe.
The technique chosen is again digital print, where the colors keep their intense vivid saturation.
In order to economize on fabric and printing costs, the pattern has been designed to cover the entire 
fabric height (depending on rolls and materials, it usually varies between 140 and 150 cm height). 
While, for the length size, the pattern has been customized in order to be possibly repeated endlessly.
For this prototype realization, I kept a length of 300 cm.

The holding structure consists in a series of metal poles (200 cm height) that are repeated every 100 cm 
along the fabric length. Consequentially, every 100 cm of fabric acts differently from one another according 
to the distance where each pole has been placed. 
For this prototype, 4 metal poles are needed.

Differently from Option 1, this space divider structure is specifically thought to be place into the   grounds 
such as lawns, gardens and soft soil. Thanks to their pointy sharp edges, the poles can be easily dug into 
the ground.
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2.6.  Other possible scenarios

The two different space divider solutions suggested have been presented based on the Botaniska 
Trädgården space as a reference but they could be easily customized and proposed for many other 
environments such as private yards, wedding parties, public playgrounds, etc.

Fig. 35
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Fig. 36
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Fig. 37
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Fig. 38
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3. CONCLUSION

3.1. Result

I am glad that the project could be divided in two different options. Starting from one bigger concept of 
space division and creation of a space in a space, it’s been relevant for this project to show the two similar 
but distinct solutions: where one series of layers not only protect but also arrange a unique atmosphere 
and another surface create a temporarily textile flexible division wall.
As mentioned previously, the second design option is still at an early prototype stage, reason why I prefer 
showing the final outcome mainly digitally and through samples, leaving the scene to the first 3 layers 
solution. 
I believe the two dividers shouldn’t be presented in real scale at the same time; one could take the 
attention away from the other one and vice versa.
In the way it’s been useful to capture the scenario where these space dividers could be placed, it will also 
make a difference where the curtains will be presented. I hope that it will be possible to arrange the 
presentation outdoor, with sunlight and natural surrounding.

3.2. Limits

3.2.1. Material & Technique

Despite considering the outcomes still as prototypes, it is important to underline some very basic 
boundaries met during the design process.
Especially the choice of material and the techniques are the elements, which have been discussed and 
re-discussed constantly. It is interesting as a process but also frustrating how most of the times, what has 
been designed and imagined through an idea, doesn’t always correspond to the final result but it rather 
needs to follow numerous steps and samples before reaching the desired result.

In addition, what originally seems to be a suitable solution in order to obtain a certain effect, it turns out to 
limit other important design variables. 
For instance, for the first layer “striped horizon’, the idea of using rigid metal wire structure to create wavy 
panels, later appeared to penalize the whole soft expression (Fig. 39, Fig. 40).
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The choice of weaving came at the point when I couldn’t find a similar material to the shiny fabric effect I 
was planning to have for the different layers. In this case, the transparent monofilament worked perfectly 
on the aesthetic point of view even though it has slowed down the entire production process (especially 
when assembling and sewing pieces together) due to its slippery property and rigid warp.

The measurement system while weaving has been quite approximately, marking string at the right length 
desired. It hasn’t been easy to make them even for all panels. In fact, I ended up weaving more times than 
what was programmed. 
The first weaving days have been spent especially for samples, looking for the right patterns, structures, 
colors, density, and length.
In conclusion, aluminum and Lurex threads turned out to be the toughest material to deal with: sometimes 
pulled and some other times pulling, sometimes twisting and some others breaking. Their behavior 
slowed down significantly the production of the woven fabric (Fig. 41).

Fig. 39 Fig. 40
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3.2.2. Time

One of the hardest challenges is the time. 
The deadline gives you the pressure needed to challenge yourself and the project but, on the other hand, 
it runs fast and it has the power of transforming small issues in big problems. 
According to time and schedule it’s been useful to have a deadline, like having a real client, and to make 
decisions about the project, even though they might be painful. 
Whenever the project faces an obstacle, it is when the designer has to think about what’s good for the 
design and the final result themselves in relation to his criteria of success.

Fig. 41
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3.3. Reflection/Discussion

3.3.1. Method
 
The use of this alternative approach to the design has later unveiled to be more successful than the 
previous rigid organized system, giving better results.
Sometimes, the “open source” method can eventually bring confusion because of the uncontrolled 
amount of ideas from one topic to another. 

Anyway, I’ve been testing that leaving open solutions and research for a longer time (before narrowing 
down and making choices) give better benefits both to the project creativity and the designer. 
Having wider ideas and inputs makes the process more fun and entertaining: key ingredient of designing.

3.3.2. Production

When thinking about the production of the two space divider options, it comes to budget, time and client.
Depending on the amount of money and time invested by a certain client, the design will have to be 
adjusted and customized. Despite I don’t know yet about the total cost of the prototype realization, 
I imagine that the price could probably be suitable for a private commission.

If there will be the chance of realizing the design in bigger quantities, then the woven material and the 
technique of the first option layers might need to be changed. In this case, the double-face color stripes 
have been woven separately and later on sewn together; in the future the fabric could be designed in a 
way that it could be woven directly with two side colors in once.

In addition, the metal woven fabric sewn on the top of the panels could be replaced with another stiff 
resistant material.
Even though it gets expensive when it comes to digital print small quantities of fabric, this is still a very 
suitable technique that could be considered for a further future production.

Regarding the second option (apart from the digital print) the cuts have been made manually because of 
the lack of time and the distance of the laser cut company. For the future, the laser cut finishing will be a 
very valuable option.
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From an experience point of view, considering this project as my very first approach to the interior/exterior 
design area after the internship at Inside Outside studio, I feel there is such a big world to explore and lot 
more to learn. 

Only when working directly for landscape and building spaces I realize what a big difference it makes in 
measurements and scale in comparison to the human body size.
Big scale projects immensely amplify everything that involves them: like balance, material, expression, 
sound, color, space, etc. This is one of the reasons why I am so enthusiastic about keeping the work in 
this direction.

Another reason why I would like to go ahead with outdoors and landscape textile solutions is the wish of 
taking back the idea of integrating solar technology to soft flexible surfaces. I still believe this science has 
great potential in this niche.

In conclusion, I am willing to work in a dynamic international environment (based on Inside Outside 
example) where different working profiles and backgrounds merge together and work on same projects.
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